Date:

May 3, 2018

To:

Interested Person

From:

Grace Jeffreys, Land Use Services
503-823-7840 / Grace.Jeffreys@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 17-181105 DZM - ZEAL LOFTS
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Robin Murphy, Jackson Main Architecture
311 1st Ave S, Seattle WA, 98104
1.206.324.4800, robin.murphy@jacksonmain.com

Owner:

James Wong, Solterra Strata LLC
3220 1st Ave South #800, Seattle WA, 98134

Site Address:

3185 N WILLIAMS AVE

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:
Business District:

BLOCK 2 LOT 1-4, WILLIAMS AVE ADD
R916400290
1N1E27AB 12100
2730
Eliot, contact lutcchair@eliotneighborhood.org
Soul District Business Association, contact at
outreach@nnebaportland.org
Northeast Coalition of Neighborhoods, contact Jessica Rojas at 503388-5030.
Albina Community
RXd - Central Residential with Design Overlay
DZ - Design Review
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Design
Commission.

District Coalition:
Plan District:
Zoning:
Case Type:
Procedure:

Proposal:
The applicant seeks Design Review approval for a new mixed-use, 6-story building in the Albina
Community Plan District. The residential use in the building is mainly Group Living use. The
proposal includes 35 group living units, each comprised of a shared kitchen facility and up to 6
sleeping areas, (for a total of approximately 205 Group Living sleeping areas), 10 individual
complete dwelling units, 35 below-grade vehicle parking spaces (including reserving 11 of the
parking spaces to be utilized by the adjacent church per LU 16-135054 CU), 4 Type B loading
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spaces, 142 long-term bike parking spaces, and approximately 6,825 SF of commercial tenant
space located on the ground floor.
Exterior materials include dark brick, brown integral color fiber cement panels, white and dark
metal panels, painted fiber cement, black commercial-grade vinyl windows, dark bronze
aluminum storefronts, architectural concrete, and dark painted metalwork.
The following two (2) Modification reviews are also requested:
1. Loading (33.266.310.C): To allow four (4) Type B loading spaces instead of the required
two (2) Type A loading spaces.
2. Ground Floor Windows (33.130.230.B.3): To allow the south façade to provide ground
floor windows for 47.2% rather than the required 50% of the length of the façade.
Design review is required for the proposed new development in the “d” design overlay zone of
the Albina Community Plan District.
A concurrent Type III Conditional Use Review (LU 17-157565 CU) to allow the group living
accommodations for more than 15 residents (33.120.100.B.1.a.2) received approval on April 20,
2018 (Exhibit G.12).
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant approval criteria are:



Community Design Guidelines
33.825.040, Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The subject property is a vacant site bounded by N. Fargo St. to the north,
N. Williams Ave. to the east and N. Monroe St. to the south. The north half of the lot currently
has a graveled area used for parking by the historic Vancouver Avenue First Baptist Church.
The church site is associated with Portland’s historic African American community and
significant historical events, including a visit to the Vancouver Avenue First Baptist Church by
the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1961. The church reduced their conditional use
boundary and sold the site to this review after 2016.
The vicinity around the subject site is a mix of commercial, retail, medical, and residential
uses. Redevelopment of vacant and underutilized lots as well as renovation and rehabilitation
of existing buildings along the N Williams-N Vancouver couplet has been underway for several
years. Much of the area has a “d” Design Overlay designation and as noted previously, a
concurrent Type II Design Review is currently being processed for the proposed building that
will hold the Group Living Conditional Use subject to this review.
This site is located within the Albina Community Plan area, adopted in 1993, is intended to
combat the loss of employment base, disinvestment and dilapidation in the Albina Area. This
district Action Plan provides a policy framework and long-term certainty to those that own
property or that may wish to invest in the area. Rezoning was consciously done to make
investment and site assembly more viable so that the area becomes more attractive for
residential, commercial, industrial and institutional investments.
North Williams Avenue is designated a Community Corridor, Transit Access Street,
Neighborhood Collector Street, City Bikeway, and City Walkway in the Portland Transportation
System Plan. Traffic runs northbound on N Williams and southbound on N Vancouver to the
east, creating a couplet in this area. North Fargo and North Monroe St are designated a Local
Service Bikeway and Local Service Walkway. The site is in the Eliot Pedestrian District.
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The site is in the Eliot Pedestrian District. According to the City of Portland’s Transportation
System Plan, the adjacent streets have the following classifications:


North Williams Avenue is designated a Community Corridor, Transit Access Street,
Neighborhood Collector Street, City Bikeway, and City Walkway



North Fargo and North Monroe Streets are designated Local Service Bikeways and Local
Service Walkways.

Traffic runs northbound on N Williams and southbound on N Vancouver, creating a couplet in
this area.
Zoning: The Central Residential (RX) zone is a high-density multi-dwelling zone which allows
the highest density of dwelling units of the residential zones. Density is not regulated by a
maximum number of units per acre. Rather, the maximum size of buildings and intensity of
use are regulated by floor area ratio (FAR) limits and other site development standards.
Generally, the density will be 100 or more units per acre. Allowed housing developments are
characterized by a very high percentage of building coverage. The major types of housing
development will be medium and high-rise apartments and condominiums, often with allowed
retail, institutional, or other service oriented uses. Generally, RX zones will be located near the
center of the city where transit is readily available and where commercial and employment
opportunities are nearby. RX zones will usually be applied in combination with the Central City
plan district.
The “d” Design overlay promotes the conservation and enhancement of areas of the City with
special historic, architectural or cultural value. New development and exterior modifications to
existing development are subject to design review. This is achieved through the creation of
design districts and applying the Design Overlay Zone as part of community planning projects,
development of design guidelines for each district, and by requiring design review. In addition,
design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be compatible with the
neighborhood and enhance the area.
The Albina Community Plan District implements the Albina Community Plan. The plan
district’s provisions are intended to ensure that new higher density commercial and industrial
developments do not overwhelm nearby residential areas. Infill housing compatibility and
affordability is encouraged by eliminating off-street parking requirements for small multidwelling projects. The plan district’s provisions also encourage the development of new housing
along Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard by allowing new housing projects to include ground
level commercial uses that orient to Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:


LU 17-157565 CU – Approval of a Type III Conditional Use Review to allow the group
living accommodations for more than 15 residents (PZC 33.120.100.B.1.a.2) (Exhibit
G.12).



LU 16-176970 DZ – Approval of changes to the church site to reconfigure vehicle areas,
including a new retaining wall and guardrail, and new steps and railing leading from
the parking lot to the neighboring church's rear entrance (Exhibit G.4).



LU 16-135054 CU - Approval of a Conditional Use Review to remove Lots 1 and 2 from
the site area and add Lot 8 to the church site; to reduce on-site parking from 35 spaces
to 10 spaces onsite; and to reconfigure the parking area. This decision includes parking
for the church on this current site of 10 spaces and one ADA van space, LU 16-135054
CU (Exhibit G.3).



LU 13-132822 LC – Approval of consolidation of lots 1-4.

Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed November 7, 2017.
The following Bureaus have responded with no issues or concerns:
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Water Bureau (Exhibit E.3)
Fire Bureau (Exhibit E.4)
Site Development Section of BDS (Exhibit E.5)
Life Safety (Building Code) Plans Examiner (Exhibit E.6)

The Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) responses include the following final summary
(Exhibit E.1a and E.1b):


Based on additional information received (Revised Drainage Report from Cardno, final
version dated 3/19/18, interim submittal dated 3/13/18), BES has determined that
sufficient information has been provided to demonstrate a feasible stormwater
management plan for this project. BES has no further objections to approval of the
design review application.

The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) response includes the following summary
(Exhibit E.2):


PBOT has no objections to the proposed Design Review or Modification requests, subject
to the following condition:
The applicant shall receive approval of LU 17-157565 CU from the City prior to a
decision being rendered on the subject Design Review and associated Modifications.
Staff Response: LU 17-157565 CU decision of approval was granted on April 20, 2018
(Exhibit G.12) As part of that decision, condition of approval D stated that the applicants
shall implement the submitted Transportation Demand Management Plan upon occupancy
of the building.

Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on November 7,
2017. One written response has been received from either the Neighborhood Association or
notified property owners in response to the proposal.


Allan Rudwick, Eliot Land Use Committee, March 14, 2018, The Eliot NA has reached
out numerous times to the applicant to ask them to present their plans at a
neighborhood meeting; however, the applicant had not done this. The neighborhood has
concerns about the high density and lack of parking.
Staff response: Applicant reached out to neighborhood to address concerns about parking
(Exhibit A.14). Note the Portland Zoning Code does not specifically require parking for this
proposal. However, as part of the concurrent Conditional Use approval, a Transportation
Demand Management Plan has been required (Exhibit G.12).

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
(1) DESIGN REVIEW (33.825)
Chapter 33.825 Design Review
Section 33.825.010 Purpose of Design Review
Design review ensures that development conserves and enhances the recognized special design
values of a site or area. Design review is used to ensure the conservation, enhancement, and
continued vitality of the identified scenic, architectural, and cultural values of each design
district or area. Design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be
compatible with the neighborhood and enhance the area. Design review is also used in certain
cases to review public and private projects to ensure that they are of a high design quality.
Section 33.825.055 Design Review Approval Criteria
A design review application will be approved if the review body finds the applicant to have
shown that the proposal complies with the design guidelines for the area.
Findings: The site is designated with design overlay zoning (d), therefore the proposal
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requires Design Review approval. Because of the site’s location, the applicable design
guidelines are the Community Design Guidelines.
Community Design Guidelines
The Community Design Guidelines consist of a set of guidelines for design and historic design
cases in community planning areas outside of the Central City. These guidelines address the
unique and special characteristics of the community plan area and the historic and
conservation districts. The Community Design Guidelines focus on three general categories: (P)
Portland Personality, which establishes Portland's urban design framework; (E) Pedestrian
Emphasis, which states that Portland is a city for people as well as cars and other movement
systems; and (D) Project Design, which assures that each development is sensitive to both
Portland's urban design framework and the users of the city.
Staff has considered all guidelines and has addressed only those guidelines considered
applicable to this project. Additionally, the findings have been organized under three tenets,
“Context”, “Public Realm”, and “Quality and Permanence”.
CONTEXT
P1. Plan Area Character. Enhance the sense of place and identity by incorporating site and
building design features that respond to the area’s desired characteristics and traditions.
Findings: The site is located within the Albina Community Plan District, and within the
Eliot Pedestrian District. North Williams Avenue is a City Bikeway and City Walkway.










This project creates density and diversity, offering both residential and commercial
spaces. The housing alternatives offered by this development will foster high-density
growth for the area and provide efficient land use.
Since the original Land Use submittal, the street frontages have been simplified in
form and materials to better reflect the characteristics of the area. The strong brick
base with large storefronts and active retail uses responds to the influence the
streetcars had on early development in Albina, and reflect the patterns of pedestrianoriented streetcar era commercial buildings common in the area.
Since the original Land Use submittal, the west elevation has been revised to provide
a further articulated façade more in keeping with the other three elevations. This wall
will likely remain visible since this proposal intends to use FAR from the adjacent
church property to the west.
This project is sandwiched in between N Williams Ave and N Vancouver Ave, two
large transit and bicycle corridors. While only 22 long-term bike parking spaces are
required, this proposal offers over 140 spaces for residents to support transit
oriented development instead of catering to the automobile. This project will also
encourage and utilize to existing nearby transit routes through a series of required
mitigation strategies (Exhibit G.12).
A 5’-0” dedication will increase public space along N Williams Avenue.
The proposal includes new street trees along all three public rights-of-ways, as
encouraged in the Albina Community Plan District.

Therefore, this guideline is met.
D7. Blending into the Neighborhood. Reduce the impact of new development on established
neighborhoods by incorporating elements of nearby, quality buildings such as building details,
massing, proportions, and materials.
Findings: The applicant advises that the building has been designed to
consider the scale, material pallet and proportion of existing developments
both new and old:
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The mass of the half-block development is broken down by the two courtyards facing
Williams, breaking potentially large walls into smaller forms more in keeping with the
scale of surrounding development.
The two-story brick base with large glazed storefronts with retail uses establishes an
active commercial base. At the upper stories, the metal panels and integral color fiber
cement panels create a lighter residential feel.
Brick, metal panels, and integral color fiber cement panels are materials used by
buildings located in this neighborhood. These materials make up most of the skin of
this project, tying it to the existing developments.
Plant materials are used to soften the impact of new development.

Therefore, this guideline is met.
PUBLIC REALM
E1. The Pedestrian Network. Create an efficient, pleasant, and safe network of sidewalks
and paths for pedestrians that link destination points and nearby residential areas while
visually and physically buffering pedestrians from vehicle areas.
E2. Stopping Places. New large-scale projects should provide comfortable places along
pedestrian circulation routes where people may stop, visit, meet, and rest.
E3. The Sidewalk Level of Buildings. Create a sense of enclosure and visual interest to
buildings along sidewalks and pedestrian areas by incorporating small scale building design
features, creating effective gathering places, and differentiating street level facades.
Findings for E1, E2 & E3: At the ground level, the building façade has been modulated
in a way to create visual interest as well as harbor gathering spaces off the right-of-way:
 The storefronts are pulled back from the brick columns ±2’-0” to give prominence to
the brick column elements and create larger covered public space while maintaining
the width of the sidewalk.
 Canopies and benches have been provided to provide protected pedestrian stopping
spaces.
 Since the original Land Use submittal, vehicular access to building has been reduced
to one location only, along N. Monroe Street, and the second vehicular access was
replaced with access to the bike room off N Fargo Street.
 Since the original Land Use submittal, the entry and lobby sequence has been
increased in size to better serve the large number of residents.
 Since the original Land Use submittal, the storefront glazing has been increased, the
bulkheads lowered, tall planters removed from frontages, and clear balustrading has
been added to the second-floor courtyards to create a more transparent, urban,
pedestrian-friendly character along street frontages.
Therefore, these guidelines are met.
E4. Corners that Build Active Intersections. Create intersections that are active, unified,
and have a clear identity through careful scaling detail and location of buildings, outdoor areas,
and entrances.
Findings:
 Commercial spaces have been placed at the corners of the building, with large
amounts of glazing to maximize active intersections.
 Entries to the retail spaces have bene provided near the corners to further activate
the intersections.
 Covered outdoor seating is also provided along the frontages.
Therefore, this guideline is met.
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E5. Light, Wind, and Rain. Enhance the comfort of pedestrians by locating and designing
buildings and outdoor areas to control the adverse effects of sun, shadow, glare, reflection,
wind, and rain.
Findings:
 Large canopies have been provided at all building entries and along frontages to
provide protection from sun and rain.
 Below the canopies and recessed storefronts are covered outdoor seating areas,
providing pedestrian comfort and protection.
 On the East and South facing facades, solar panels are integrated into the canopies,
intended to harvest energy that will power integrated lighting.
Therefore, this guideline is met.
D1. Outdoor Areas. When sites are not fully built on, place buildings to create sizable, usable
outdoor areas. Design these areas to be accessible, pleasant, and safe. Connect outdoor areas
to the circulation system used by pedestrians;
D3. Landscape Features. Enhance site and building design through appropriate placement,
scale, and variety of landscape features.
Findings for D1 and D3: Outdoor spaces and landscaping features have been
provided at multiple levels:
 (2) landscaped residential courtyards at Level 2 connect directly with residential
amenity kitchens.
 32 balconies and 5 terraced spaces are proposed for individual units/sleeping areas.
 An amenity deck for residents will be provided at the roof.
 The proposal includes new street trees along all three public rights-of-ways.
Therefore, these guidelines are met.
D2. Main Entrances. Make the main entrances to houses and buildings prominent,
interesting, pedestrian accessible, and transit-oriented.
Findings:
 The main residential entry is located on N. Williams, the highest priority street, and
is distinguished by a large, timber and steel canopy along with accent panels that
extend up the façade.
 Commercial entries have been placed near the corners, and benches under recessed
storefronts and canopies offer pedestrian protection, access and interest.
Therefore, this guideline is met.
D4. Parking Areas and Garages. Integrate parking in a manner that is attractive and
complementary to the site and its surroundings. Locate parking in a manner that minimizes
negative impacts on the community and its pedestrians. Design parking garage exteriors to
visually respect and integrate with adjacent buildings and environment.
Findings:
 The parking has been provided below-grade to minimize the negative impacts on the
pedestrian environment.
 The loading has been incorporated into the parking area, eliminating the need for a
separate location.
 The singular garage entrance has been placed as far from the corner intersection of
Williams and Monroe as possible.
Therefore, this guideline is met.
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D5. Crime Prevention. Use site design and building orientation to reduce the likelihood of
crime through the design and placement of windows, entries, active ground level uses, and
outdoor areas.
Findings:
 Large amounts of glazing have been incorporated to the ground floor design to
maximize views to and from the street/sidewalk.
 Large amounts of glazing have also been incorporated into the upper residential
levels of the street-facing façades to increase visibility.
 In addition to the lighting spill-out from the highly-glazed retail spaces, wall scones
and canopy lighting will provide additional visibility during dark hours.
Therefore, this guideline is met.
QUALITY AND PERMANENCE
D8. Interest, Quality, and Composition. All parts of a building should be interesting to view,
of long lasting quality, and designed to form a cohesive composition.
Findings: As noted above, the building massing, ground level articulation,
and material selection have been considered to blend with the neighboring
context.
 At the ground level, the building façade has been modulated in a way to create visual
interest. The storefronts are pulled back from the brick ±2’-0” to give prominence to
the brick column elements, establishing a dominate base that supports the upper
levels.
 The brick extends up to Level 2 to blend in with the 2-story brick building to the
south.
 Courtyards at Level 2 visually break up the façade along N Williams Ave, creating 3
smaller masses opposed to a long singular mass.
 Lighter colors and materials establish the upper residential floors.
 Windows along the West façade have been broken up and modulated in a way to
create visual interest.
However, some aspects of the proposal are inconsistent with the overall
composition:


On N Williams above the main entry, dark painted fiber cement panel is proposed
that is co-planar with the adjacent grey high-density cement board. To remain
consistent with the architecture, a condition of approval has been added that “On N.
Williams, the middle bay at Levels 2-6 is to be clad with the same grey high-density
cement board used on the rest of the elevation”.



On N Williams at the two storefront bays below the courtyards, the storefront glazing
does not span the full width of the bays like the remainder of the storefronts, and
fiber cement panel in used to infill the remaining areas. To remain consistent with
the architecture and provide a more durable storefront area, a condition of approval
has been added that “On N. Williams at the two storefront bays below the courtyards,
the storefront glazing is to span the full width of the bays from pier to pier, replacing
the fiber cement indicated either side”.



At the ground level on all three street elevations, fiber cement is proposed at the
bulkheads below the storefront windows. To provide a more robust and long-term
solution in these vulnerable locations, a condition of approval has been added that
“At the ground level on all three street elevations, cast-in-place concrete is required
below the storefront glazing, replacing the fiber cement indicated”.



The one non-street facing facade, the West elevation, will likely remain visible since
this project proposes to utilize FAR from the historic church to the west. To ensure
this elevation is consistent with the other three elevations, a condition of approval
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has been added that “On the West elevation, brick veneer is required instead of the
cast-in-place concrete indicated at the ground level, and at the two end bays, brick
infill is required instead of the fiber cement infill indicated at the ground and second
floor levels”.


Canopies are proposed along all four elevations, however, there are several different
approaches to the detailing. To provide a more consistent and coherent building-wide
composition, a condition of approval has been added that “On the East, North and
South elevations, the canopies are to all sit within the brick piers, and to span the
full width of the bays, per Detail C.42. On the West elevation, the foreshortened
canopies on the corners are to be removed”.



On the North Elevation, the entry doors into the bike area are only partially glazed.
To ensure they are inviting as well as consistent with the lobby doors and the door on
the South elevation as conditioned below, a condition of approval has been added
that “The double doors into the bike area on N Fargo are to be fully glazed”.

With these conditions of approval, this guideline is met.
(2) MODIFICATION REQUESTS (33.825)
33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements:
The review body may consider modification of site-related development standards, including the
sign standards of Chapters 32.32 and 32.34 of the Sign Code, as part of the design review
process. These modifications are done as part of design review and are not required to go
through the adjustment process. Adjustments to use-related development standards (such as
floor area ratios, intensity of use, size of the use, number of units, or concentration of uses) are
required to go through the adjustment process. Modifications that are denied through design
review may be requested as an adjustment through the adjustment process. The review body
will approve requested modifications if it finds that the applicant has shown that the following
approval criteria are met:
A. Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
B. Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose
of the standard for which a modification is requested.
The following two (2) Modifications are requested:
1. Ground Floor Windows (33.130.230.B.3).
Standard: 33.130.230.B Ground Floor Windows. In CX zone, all exterior walls on the
ground level which face a street lot line, sidewalk, plaza, or other public open space or
right‐of‐way must meet the general window standard in the paragraph below.
General standard. 33.130.230.B.3. The windows must be at least 50 percent of the length
and 25 percent of the ground level wall area. Ground level wall areas include all exterior
wall areas up to 9 feet above the finished grade. The requirement does not apply to the
walls of residential units, and does not apply to the walls of parking structures when set
back at least 5 feet and landscaped to at least the L2 standard.
The portions of buildings in the RX and IR zones that have nonresidential development are
subject to the ground floor window requirements of the CX zone in 33.130.230.B.2
(33.120.232.B.2).
Purpose: In the C zones, blank walls on the ground level of buildings are limited in order
to:
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Provide a pleasant, rich, and diverse pedestrian experience by connecting activities
occurring within a structure to adjacent sidewalk areas, or allowing public art at the
ground level;
Encourage continuity of retail and service uses;
Encourage surveillance opportunities by restricting fortress‐like facades at street level;
and
Avoid a monotonous pedestrian environment.

Proposal: The applicant is seeking a modification to Ground Floor Windows
(33.130.230.B.3) to allow the south façade to provide ground floor windows for 47.2%
rather than the required 50% of the length of the façade.
A. Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines.
Findings: Along the proposed South elevation, the N Monroe frontage, the proposal
exceeds the minimum amount of glazing by 9.9% (81.5sf). However, it falls slightly
short of the minimum required length by 2.8% (2’-6” linear feet). The other two
frontages are highly glazed with numerous benches and short-term bike parking
spaces located conveniently close to entries. Additionally, all three frontages are
activated by retail uses and have almost continuous canopy coverage to protect
pedestrians. Finally, driveway access has been consolidated to one location, on N
Monroe, the street with the lowest classification, and has been moved away from the
corner.
However, to ensure this piece of frontage on N Monroe also provides a pleasant and
safe pedestrian experience, the impact of the solid stairway exit door needs to be
mitigated. Therefore, a condition of approval has been added that “The exit door on
N Monroe from the stairwell is to be fully glazed with a glazed transom above aligned
with the head of the adjacent garage doors”.
With this condition of approval, the proposed modification better meets design
guidelines E1-Pedestrian Networks and E3-The Sidewalk Level of Buildings by
providing improved visual interest as well as overflow lighting from the glazed stair
egress door to the adjacent sidewalk. With this condition of approval, the proposal
better meets the applicable approval criteria.
B. Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose
of the standard for which a modification is requested.
Findings: One of the purposes of the design standard is to limit blank walls on the
ground level of buildings to provide a pleasant, rich, and diverse pedestrian
experience by connecting activities occurring within a structure to adjacent sidewalk
areas, or allowing public art at the ground level.
As noted above, along the proposed N Monroe frontage, the ground floor windows
are very slightly (2’-6”) less than the minimum length required by the standard. To
ensure this piece of frontage also provides a pleasant and safe pedestrian
experience, as noted above, a condition of approval has been added to add additional
glazing on this frontage to mitigate the impact of the solid stairway exit door. With
this condition of approval, the proposal better meets the purpose of the standard.
With the condition of approval noted above, the overall solution will better meet the
applicable approval criteria and is consistent with the purpose of the standard. This
Modification therefore merits approval.
2. Loading (33.266.310.C):
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Standard: Number of loading spaces.
1. Buildings where all of the floor area is in Household Living uses must meet the
standards of this Paragraph.
a. One loading space meeting Standard B is required where there are more than 40
dwelling units in the building and the site abuts a street that is not a streetcar
alignment or light rail alignment.
b. One loading space meeting Standard B is required where there are more than 20
dwelling units in a building located on a site whose only street frontage is on a
streetcar alignment or light rail alignment.
c. One loading space meeting Standard A or two loading spaces meeting Standard B
are required when there are more than 100 dwelling units in the building.
2. Buildings where any of the floor area is in uses other than Household Living must meet
the standards of this Paragraph.
a. Buildings with any amount of net building area in Household Living and with less
than 20,000 square feet of floor area in uses other than Household Living are
subject to the standards in C.1. above.
b. One loading space meeting Standard A is required for buildings with at least 20,000
and up to 50,000 square feet of net building area in uses other than Household
Living.
c. Two loading spaces meeting Standard A are required for buildings with more than
50,000 square feet of net building area in uses other than Household Living.
Purpose. A minimum number of loading spaces are required to ensure adequate areas for
loading for larger uses and developments. These regulations ensure that the appearance of
loading areas will be consistent with that of parking areas. The regulations ensure that
access to and from loading facilities will not have a negative effect on the traffic safety or
other transportation functions of the abutting right-of-way.
Proposal: The applicant is seeking a modification to Loading (33.266.310.C) to allow four (4)
Type B loading spaces instead of the required two (2) Type A loading spaces.
A. Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
Findings. Because this project use is predominately Group Living, an Institutional
Use, it is subject to different standards than what would be required for Household
Living - one loading space meeting Standard A or two loading spaces meeting
Standard B are required when there are more than 100 dwelling units in the
building (per 33.266.310.C.1.c). Institutional uses are commonly associated with
caretaker & retirement living or dormitory facilities, which typically offer a prepared
food service to the residents. This would require delivery of large/bulk deliveries
made weekly for meal preparation, thus requiring the need for Type A Loading
Stalls, which dimensions are 35’ L x 10’ W x 13’ H. The group living use is much
different than a typical institutional use in that this food service is not offered.
Rather than a centralized ‘cafeteria’, group kitchens are placed throughout the
project and throughout each floor. For this project there are 34 stations in total,
provided in 10 distinct amenity kitchens. This offers residents the opportunity to
utilize large, high quality appliances, rather than small kitchenettes which are
typically associated with affordable housing units. The food is prepared by the
individual resident, not by a staff of cooks.
Instead of providing (2) Standard A Loading stalls, proposal is for (4) Standard B
Loading Stalls to better accommodates the needs of the residents, allowing more
vehicles to utilize loading at once, and responding more appropriately to the vehicles
that residents will be driving. It should be noted that the size of these units would
not require a vehicle larger than a van to move in/out. By providing (4) Standard B
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Loading stalls, proposal accommodates the same area as (2) Standard A loading
stalls, but in a more appropriate size, and below-grade.
If the proposal were to provide two Standard A loading spaces, larger and/or
additional curb-cuts would be needed causing further interruptions in the
sidewalks, and more of the ground floor would be utilized to accommodate this
requirement providing less opportunity for active ground floor uses. For these
reasons, the proposal better meets the following applicable approval criteria: E3. The
Sidewalk Level of Buildings and D5. Crime Prevention. For these reasons, the proposal
better meets the applicable approval criteria.
B. Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose
of the standard for which a modification is requested.
Findings: The purpose of the standard is to ensure adequate areas for loading for
larger uses and developments. In this case, four (4) Standard B sized spaces are
proposed instead of two (20 Standard A spaces. These spaces are located belowgrade, and share an entrance and exit with the vehicle parking, thereby reducing
any additional impact on the adjacent street frontages. This will provide ample
loading to serve the group housing use as well as the retail units on the ground
level. At the same time, by sharing the vehicle driveway, access to and from loading
facilities will not have a negative effect on the traffic safety or other transportation
functions of the abutting right-of-way.
Finally, PBOT stated they have no objection to the this requested modification and
provided the following analysis (Exhibit E.2):
There are no applicable transportation-related approval criteria associated with the
proposed Design Review. However, the applicant has requested an Adjustment for
exceptions to the Zoning Code’s loading space requirements. The applicant is
seeking a Modification to reduce the number of required on-site loading spaces
from two “Standard A” (35-ft long x10-ft wide x 13-ft vertical clearance) spaces to
four “Standard B” (18-ft long x 9-ft wide x 10-ft vertical clearance) spaces (PZC
Section 33.266.310.C). This request is transportation-related and PBOT will
provide the following analysis thereto.
A Standard A space accommodates SU-30 sized trucks that are associated with
medium to large U-Haul-type trucks, box trucks, and delivery trucks. It may be
reasonable to assume that these types of trucks can be associated with this use.
But, given the use of this building, with the type and size of units that will be
predominantly provided in the subject building, it is reasonable to assume that two
Standard B spaces better represent the loading needs - four Standard B spaces
may even better fit the needs. Such requests have been reviewed in the past for
micro-apartments – a reduction in the size of the necessary on-site loading spaces.
Furthermore, the four spaces designated for loading could accommodate some
oversized loading vans or small trucks with double parking. PBOT has no
objections to the proposed request.
The overall solution is consistent with the purpose of the parking development and
loading standards. For these reasons, the proposal better meets the purpose of the
standard.
The overall solution will better meet the applicable approval criteria and is consistent with
the purpose of the standard. This Modification therefore merits approval.
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DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.
As proposed and as reviewed, the proposal includes 35 group living units, each comprised of a
shared kitchen facility and up to 6 sleeping areas, for a total of approximately 205 Group Living
sleeping areas. However, the plans refer to theses spaces as “Studio” units. Because this
proposal was reviewed under that proposal, a condition of approval has been added that “The
205 sleeping units proposed are to remain as group living units”.

CONCLUSIONS
The Design Review process exists to promote the conservation, enhancement, and continued
vitality of areas of the city with special scenic, architectural, or cultural value. This project will
create density and diversity, offering both residential and commercial spaces. The housing
alternatives offered by this development will foster high-density growth for the area, and
provide efficient land use. The retail ground floor uses and design will activate the pedestrian
realm. This proposal meets the applicable design guidelines and therefore warrants approval.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of Design Review of the Zeal Lofts development, located at 3185 N. Williams Ave. in
the Albina Community Plan District.
Approval of the following two (2) Modification requests:
1. Ground Floor Windows (33.130.230.B.3): To allow the south façade to provide ground
floor windows for 47.2% rather than the required 50% of the length of the façade.
2. Loading (33.266.310.C): To allow four (4) Type B loading spaces instead of the required
two (2) Type A loading spaces.
Approval per the approved site plans, Exhibits C-1 through C-93, signed and dated May 1,
2018 (excluding 25 pages not used per exhibit list) subject to the following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B through L) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included
as a sheet in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears
must be labeled "ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU 17-181105 DZM." All
requirements must be graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other
required plan and must be labeled "REQUIRED."
B. At the time of building permit submittal, a signed Certificate of Compliance form
(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/623658) must be submitted to ensure
the permit plans comply with the Design/Historic Resource Review decision and
approved exhibits.
C. No field changes allowed.
D. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant must demonstrate through
the required covenants how FAR is achieved in accordance with the Portland Zoning
Code.
E. The 205 sleeping units proposed are to remain as group living units.
F. On N. Williams, the middle bay at Levels 2-6 is to be clad with the same high-density
cement board used on the rest of the elevation.
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G. On N. Williams at the two storefront bays below the courtyards, the storefront glazing is
to span the full width of the bays from pier to pier, replacing the fiber cement indicated
either side.
H. At the ground level on all three street elevations, cast-in-place concrete is required
below the storefront glazing, replacing the fiber cement indicated.
I.

On the West elevation, brick veneer is required instead of the cast-in-place concrete
indicated at the ground level, and at the two end bays, brick infill is required instead of
the fiber cement infill indicated at the ground and second floor levels.

J. On the East, North and South elevations, the canopies are to all sit within the brick
piers, and to span the full width of the bays, per Detail C.42. On the West elevation,
the foreshortened canopies on the corners are to be removed.
K. The double doors into the bike area on N Fargo are to be fully glazed.
L. The exit door for the N Monroe stairwell is to be fully glazed with a glazed transom
above, with the top aligned with the head of the adjacent garage doors.
Staff Planner: Grace Jeffreys
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on May 1, 2018
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: May 4, 2018
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on June 2,
2017, and was determined to be complete on November 3, 2017. On December 11, 2017, the
applicant requested additional time to revise proposal to meet requirements for this review as
well as the concurrent Conditional Use review (Exhibit A.7). In response to this proposal and
the concurrent Conditional Use review, PBOT required the applicant to receive approval of LU
17-157565 CU prior to a decision being rendered on this Design Review and associated
Modifications (Exhibit E.2). On April 20, 2018 the concurrent Conditional Use review was
approved, LU 17-157565 CU (Exhibit G.12).
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore, this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on June 2, 2017.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant requested that
the 120-day review period be extended for 245 days (Exhibit A.7). Unless further extended by
the applicant, the 120 days will expire on: November 3, 2018.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
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Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Design Commission, which will
hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on May 17, 2018 at 1900 SW Fourth
Ave. Appeals can be filed at the 5th floor reception desk of 1900 SW 4th Avenue Monday
through Friday between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm. An appeal fee of $250 will be charged. The
appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized
organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s boundaries.
The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Assistance in filing
the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the Development Services
Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Design Commission is final;
any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within 21
days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact LUBA
at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265 for
further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Design Commission
an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
• Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded after May 17, 2018 by the Bureau of
Development Services.
The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
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Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
•
•
•
•

All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS - NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Initial submittal, with narrative, drawings, cutsheets, drainage report, DE for driveway,
DE for sidewalk vault, 6/1/17
2. Confirmation of neighborhood Contact, 7/6/17
3. Updated UVE and DDE to show one driveway, 7/28/17
4. Revised drawings in response to Incomplete letter, 10/9/17
5. Confirmation of 18-gauge metal panels, 10/26/17
6. Revised drawings & Mods in response to staff completeness email, 11/2/17
7. Request for 245-day Extension of 120-Day review Period, 12/11/17
8. Email to Allan Rudwick with draft responses to neighbor’s comments, 12/11/17
9. Revised civil and appendix drawings with standards diagrams, 12/12/18
10. Email to Allan Rudwick after NA meeting patch-in, 1/8/18
11. Revised drawings and response to staff feedback, 1/12/18
12. Revised drawings, 1/22/18
13. Draft Transportation and Parking Demand Management Plan, 3/1/18 (see Exhibit G.12
for final)
14. Revised bike rack to meet requirements, 3/2/18
15. Email chain with the Neighborhood Association, 3/14/18
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Table of Contents
2-9. Not used
10. Site Plan (attached)
11. Civil – Underground Utility Plan
12. Civil – Underground Vault Details
13. Civil – Underground Vault Details
14. Civil – Surface Utility Plan
15-19. Not Used
20. Basement Plan
21. Floor Plan - Ground Level
22. Floor Plan - Level 2 plan
23. Floor Plan - Levels 3-6 plans
24. Roof Plan
25. Courtyard plans
26. Kitchen plans
27. Kitchen plans
28. Not Used
29. Bicycle and car parking plans
30. East Elevation, black & white - (attached)
31. East Elevation, color
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32. West Elevation, black & white - (attached)
33. West Elevation, color
34. South Elevation, black & white - (attached)
35. South Elevation, color
36. North Elevation, black & white - (attached)
37. North Elevation, color
38. Courtyard Elevations, black & white
39. Courtyard Elevations, color
40. Courtyard Elevations, black & white
41. Courtyard Elevations, color
42. Storefront Details
43. Storefront Details
44. Storefront Details
45. Not used
46. Lobby Details
47. Not used
48. Oriel details
49. Not used
50. Building Sections
51. Building Sections
52. Building Sections
53. Building Sections
54-59. Not used
60. Details - Windows
61. Details - Window at recess
62. Details - Level 2 windows
63. Details – Storefront Soffit
64. Details – Masonry cornice
65. Details – Masonry
66. Details – Bulkheads
67. Details - Masonry cornice
68. Details - Vents
69. Details - Parapets
70. Details - Material Transitions
71. Details - Material Transitions
72. Details – Garage doors
73. Details – Canopy, balcony, roof screens
74. Details – Canopies
75. Details - Material Transitions
76-79. Not used
80. Landscape Plan – Ground Level
81. Landscape Plan – Second Level
82. Landscape - Details
83. Stormwater Plans - Details
84. Landscape planting
85. Landscape planting
86. Landscape planting
87. Lighting plan (renumbered from C.100)
88. Cutsheets – Material #1, Hardie 2.0 Cementous panel
89. Cutsheets – Material #2, Firestone Metal Wall Panel + Windows above ground, VPI
90. Cutsheets – Material #3, Cembrit Patina HD Cement board
91. Cutsheets –Material #4, Brick
92. Cutsheets –Garage doors
93. Cutsheets – Bike racks
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1a. Bureau of Environmental Services
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1b. Bureau of Environmental Services, addendum
2. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review
3. Water Bureau
4. Fire Bureau
5. Site Development Review Section of BDS
6. Bureau of Parks, Forestry Division
F. Correspondence:
1. Allan Rudwick, Eliot Neighborhood Association Land Use Chair, 3/14/18, Concern with
limited amount of parking and lack of presentation to the NA from the applicant.
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Pre-Application Conference summary, held on 2/14/17
3. Conditional Use Decision LU 16-135054 CU, to reduce the size of the adjacent church
site and reduce parking spaces, with agreements to retain parking for the church on
this current site of 10 spaces and one ADA van space.
4. Land Use Decision LU 16-176970 DZ, to reconfigure vehicle areas on the church site.
5. Incomplete letter, 6/30/17
6. Email correspondence requesting local precedents for proposed materials, 10/27/17
7. Email chain with outstanding items needed to deem application complete, 11/1/17
8. Notice of upcoming 180-day time-period expiration date, 11/2/17
9. Email chain with Alan Rudwick sharing applicant contact information, 11/13/17
10. Email chain with DR feedback, 12/21/17
11. Email chain regarding outstanding BES items, 3/27/18
12. Decision of the Hearings Officer for LU 17-157565 CU, 4/20/18
The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

